The entire central nervous system develops from the neural plate, initially a single-cell layered epithelium. Anterior-posterior patterning is established by signals emanating from tissues outside the neural plate, while local signaling centers that are established within the neural plate itself will refine this initial patterning. One signaling center that plays an important role in the early development of midbrain and anterior hindbrain is the mid/hindbrain organizer (MHB). It is expresses Wnt1 on its rostral side and Fgf8 on its caudal side to exert its effects on future midand hindbrain.
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We have previously shown that Sip1/Zfhx1b is a multi-domain transcriptional repressor that can interact with several protein partners, thereby exerting several different functions depending on cellular context. We report here a new function of Sip1 in midbrain and hindbrain patterning.
At E8.5, Sip1 is expressed in almost the entire neural plate. We have identified a promoter element of chick Cerberus able to drive EGFP expression into the heart and the hemangioblast precursor cells. More importantly, these EGFP-positive H/HPC were able to be traced back to a population of cells that consistently exit from the anterior primitive streak region from as early as stage 4.
In order to identify and study novel genes expressed and involved in the correct development and differentiation of the vertebrate H/HPC lineages, a differential screening using Affymetrix GeneChip system technologies was performed.
Remarkably, this screening led to the identification of more than 200 new genes potentially expressed in these haematopoesis, angiogenesis or cardiogenesis precursor lineages.
One of the novel genes identified, was initially denominated CHEP12 (Chick Heart/Haemangioblast Progenitor #12) due to its expression in anterior cardiac mesoderm precursor cells, both in chick and in mouse, and encodes for a novel secreted protein.
Using anti-CHEP12 morpholino oligonucleotides resulted into several of heart tube malformations. We have also found that besides the canonical cCHEP12 transcript there are several alternativespliced form variants, which indicates that several isoform pro- 
